	
  

MaxxBreak OB-25 NS
Hi-Shear Antifoam
MaxxBreak OB-25 NS is a fortified, multi-hydrophobe, non-ionic foam control agent for a
wide range of industrial coating applications. It is designed specifically to combat process
foam for formulators in high-shear aqueous industrial coating concentrates. MaxxBreak OB25 NS provides long lasting and efficient anti-foaming during subsequent dilution and enduser processing. It also works effectively in paints, adhesives and coatings based on styrenebutadiene, acrylic and polyvinyl acetate latex systems. Completely compatible, MaxxBreak
OB-25 NS will not cause fisheyes or cratering when properly formulated and dispersed. It is
extremely effective when used in the grind portion of a paint and coating formulation, high
pH systems (both hot and cold) and stable and effective up to a pH of 11.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES

Appearance
Ionic Nature
Viscosity, cps
pH
Active Solids, %
Weight per Gallon, lbs.
Solubility
Stability

Cream to Straw liquid
Nonionic
~1200
N/A
100
7.5
Dispersible in surfactant systems
Extended storage may require minimal agitation

PERFORMANCE FEATURES
High Shear Stability & Effectiveness, Versatile, Does not cause “fish eyes” or Cratering,
Silicone Free, Latex Compatible

SUGGESTED USES
Paints, Adhesives, Coatings, SB, Acrylic and PVAc Systems

Application methods are discussed on the following page.

	
  

	
  

METHOD OF APPLICATION
MaxxBreak OB-25 NS can be added as received or diluted with one of the formula
ingredients. Paints and coating applications are effectively treated by the use of one to three
pounds per 100 gallons of formula.

	
  

Let MCTRON Technologies raise your expectations.
McTron Technologies, LLC Technical Support Team is available to provide assistance with the formulation of all our products to optimally suit
your specific needs.
McTron Technologies LLC Guarantee
If any product is defective in workmanship or materials, McTron Technologies, LLC will replace the product, or refund the full purchase price. This
warranty is in place of all other warrants, expressed or implied, and all implied warrants of a product for an intended use shall be solely up to the
user. McTron Technologies, LLC assumes no liability for consequential damages. Its liability shall in no event exceed the purchase price of materials
supplied by it.

	
  

